MELANCHOLY

- cull
  - rib
    - purple
    - dream
      - notch
  - tour
    - risen
      - me
  - felt
    - fed
  - strong
    - lyre
      - noa
      - crane
Rose the rose, rose deluding rose, rose huts, rose the huts deluding rose, deluding huts, your rose ploughshares, deluding huts you rose, load rose, load my gun, your rose ploughshares load my gun, shares rose twin dugs deluding, huts tanning plough-shares ox-hide dogs, deluding twin dogs tanning load my gun, my twin dogs, your dulker, the twin dogs tanning ox-hide, the dulker ox-hide tanning yonder, the dulker head, begetters, put out its head, limps tanning yonder, begetter ox-hide, the dulker limps yonder ox-hide, the twin dogs tanning the dulker, begetters yonder, put out the dulker, clawed each other, bull dogs thrown yonder the dulker put out its head, bull dogs thrown clawed each other, six lumps, yonder, six lumps of tobacco and ripped the stomach, clawed each other, yonder, sleep dispeller bull dogs thrown, six lumps of tobacco sleep dispellers, whale straw clawed each other, bull dogs thrown six lumps of tobacco, and ripped the stomach, clawed each other whale straw, herdsmen sleep dispeller and bull dogs thrown, clawed each other six lumps of tobacco, whale straw sleep dispeller herdsmen, only a moleskin cloak sleep dispeller and ripped the stomach, herdsmen only a moleskin cloak an ripped the stomach six lumps of tobacco, only a moleskin cloak.
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Whiter than this.
run a clean town here
they're not ramblers

clayrise

open holsters

pinot

the land is a sink
gulley-white

a cloak

slower

shit out there
one’s life

whites and the breeds
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Performed in five thirty-second periods, both
performers reading slowly, simultaneously. During
the 2nd period, the 1st performer reads her or his
words as fast as possible (repeating as much as
necessary). During the 3rd period, both performers
do. During the 4th period, only the second.
Pitch, tonal qualities, etc. indeterminate.
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